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ABSTRACT

C++ has been evolving with significant influences from C for over 25 years[Strous-
trup, 2002]. Times have changed significantly and C++ has changed with them.
Libraries like Boost have helped C++ remain competitive while the standard slowly
assimilates the best of the ideas the community has generated.C++0x represents a signif-
icant change to the language yielding more readable and better performing code.

1. History

The present standard C++ is known as C++03 which is a minor bugfix of what is fundamentally still
C++98. Asan aside, the "0x" in C++0x was supposed to represent the specific year of the naughts in which
the standard was to be ratified. Scott Meyers, a well known expert in C++ estimates that C++0x will be rat-
ified in 2012 with mostly functioning compilers available in roughly a year to 18 months[Meyers, 2009].It
is unclear whether the next revision of C++ will remain C++0x, resolve to something like C++0c (assuming
‘12), or other.

Though the standard has yet to be finalized, many features of C++0x are already available in newer compil-
ers from GNU (GCC 4.4.2) and Microsoft (Visual Studio 2010 beta). Some of the features have been in
production use for years as part of Technical Report 1 (TR1) and Boost.

C++0x is a huge change to the language.It represents about a decade of lessons learned and significantly
pushes the envelope in contemporary programming language design. The present revision of the standard
document[C++0x, 2009], already formidable, is already double the length of the C++03 document[C++03,
2003]. In the balance of this report, I’ll try to focus on answering the question, "what’s in it for me?" as
pithily as possible.

2. Language changes

This section lists some of the more interesting language changes. It doesn’t aim to be comprehensive.

2.1. Av ailable now

The following features are available in GCC 4.4 and possibly others.

2.1.1. Move semantics

Move semantics are an optimization of copying.

You can now define what it means to move an object by defining a move constructor and a move assign-
ment operator. There are ticklish rules about when something can be moved but to the point:

std::vector<int> vector_factory() {
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return std::vector<int>{1,2,3};
}
std::vector v(vector_factory());

In C++03 there exist two complete and valid copies of the vector contents. In C++0x, because the return
value of a function is in a temporary created by the compiler and its lifetime is therefore under the com-
piler’s control, the memory containing the temporary vector’s contents transfers ownership from the tempo-
rary to s. In C++03, the contents of the temporary are copied to the receiving container and immediately
deleted.

class my_type
{

sub_type x;
my_type(my_type&& rhs) :

x(std::move(rhs.x))
{
}

my_type& operator=(my_type&& rhs)
{

x = s td::move(rhs.x); return *this;
}

};

my_type is a moveable object.The above example introduces the new syntax for rvalue references.Sim-
ply put, anything that you can’t hav ea reference to in C++03 is an rvalue (as opposed to an lvalue). rvalue
references, for example may refer to the temporary returned from vector_factory() in our first example.
You can think of std::move as, cast to rvalue and as the inverse of T&&. That probably doesn’t make sense
so for now, just know that you can optimize copies with moves when you know your rhs may be destruc-
tively modified and that fundamental language machinery had to be changed to achieve this.

2.1.2. Brace initialization

Also known as uniform intialization syntax, brace initialization is a uniform syntax for initializing any
aggregate or class. Here are several examples. (We already glimpsed this new syntax in the first example
for move semantics.)

std::vector<int> v{1,2,3};
std::string s{"hi"};

class my_class
{
public:

my_class(int,double,std::string);
};

my_class m{10, 45.5, "hello"};

int arr[10]{1,2,3}; // uninitialized values get 0

struct my_struct
{

int a;
double b;
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};

my_struct t{10,45.5};

And more interestingly:

class array_wrapper
{

array_wrapper(): arr{1,2,3} {}
private:

int arr[3];
};

There is no way to accomplish what this last example does in C++03. In C++03, you would have allowed
arr to be default intialized and then set its values in the constructor body incurring an unnecessary runtime
cost.

These object created by brace initialization can be passed and assigned like any other object. These objects
are modeled as instances ofstd::intializer_list . Your classes and functions may accept and
manipulateinitializer_list s.

Brace initialization may be used anywhere an aggregate or object is needed.

void crunch(std::vector<int> v);
crunch({1,2,3});

Finally, initializer_list s don’t allow implicit narrowing. Thefollowing won’t compile.

struct some_t
{

short a;
float b;

};

some_t a{10, 45.5};

This requests implicit narrowing of 10, an int, to short and 45.5, a double, to float. Using this new syntax
provides stronger typing and potentially more safety to object initialization.

2.1.3. >>

You may have written C++03 code that looks like this.

std::vector<std::vector<int> > v;

Note the space between> and the final>.

You may omit that space in C++0x.

std::vector<std::vector<int>> v;
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2.1.4. auto

This C++03 example may look familiar to you.

typedef std::vector<std::vector<int> > vec_vec_t;
typedef std::vector<std::vector<int> >::iterator vec_vec_iter_t;

vec_vec_t v;
//...
for (vec_vec_iter_t i = v.begin(); i != v.end(); ++i)
{

//...
}

In C++0x, you can write this instead.

std::vector<std::vector<int>> v;
for (auto i = v.begin(); i != v.end(); ++i)
{

//...
}

2.1.5. Defaulted and deleted member functions

You may explicitly ask the compiler for a default implementation of a method for which it is customarily
inclined to provide one.

class my_t
{
public:

my_t() = default;
};

You may delete any function. Thishas the effect of making that function uninvocable.

class my_t
{
public:

// disallow copy
my_t& my_t(const my_t& rhs) = delete;

};

void dont_call_this_function() = delete;

Even though the method signature for the copy constructor above is declared public, it has been deleted and
this object may not be copied. This obviates the need for the former technique of declaring a private copy
constructor and omitting the implementation to prevent copying.

The deleted non-member function is uninvocable. Byitself, this is perhaps not compelling but remember,
for polymorphic functions, you may want to prevent your function from being called with a particular kind
of argument. Inthat case, you can explicitly forbid it with delete.

void do_something(int x) = delete;
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void do_something(short x);

The above has the effect of preventing do_something from being called with an int which would have
otherwise been narrowed to short, possibly loosing information.

2.1.6. Features aimed primarily at library authors

2.1.6.1. decltype

decltype is a new keyword for querying the type of an instance of an object.

int abc;
decltype(abc) def = 0;

The call todecltype(abc) above converts toint .

2.1.6.2. static_assert

static_assert is a new keyword that operates much like boost’s static_assert library. It allows you to
define a compile time constraint.

static_assert(sizeof(void*) == 8, u"not a 64-bit platform");

2.1.6.3. Variadic templates

Variadic templates are like varargs for templates. If you’re familiar with Lisp, you can think of this as an
easy way to usecar andcdr on a variable length template argument list.

template <int... list>
struct sum_t;

template <>
struct sum_t<>
{

enum {value = 0};
};

template <int car, int... cdr>
struct sum_t<car, cdr...>
{

enum {value = car + sum_t<cdr...>::value};
};

const int sum = sum_t<1,2,3,4,5>::value;
// sum is 15 and is a compile time constant

2.2. Coming soon

These features are not implemented by GCC though they may already exist in another compiler.
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2.2.1. Unicode support and raw string literals

C++0x comes with considerable Unicode support. Here is a synopsis in code.

char* a{u8"UTF-8"};
std::string as{u8"UTF-8"};
std::string ar{u8R"[UTF-8]"};

char16_t* b{u"UCS-2"};
std::u16string bs{u"UCS-2"};
std::u16string br{uR"[UCS-2"]};

char32_t* c{U"UCS-4"};
std::u32string cs{U"UCS-4"};
std::u32string cr{UR"[UCS-4"]};

wchar_t* d{L"wide"};
std::wstring ds{L"wide"};
std::wstring dr{LR"[wide"]};

// these all define the same raw string
char* e{R"[raw]"};
std::string es{R"[raw]"};
char* e{R"anytoken[raw]anytoken"};
std::string es{R"anytoken[raw]anytoken"};

2.2.2. Range based for

In C++03 you might write this.

std::vector<int> v;
//... add to v
for(std::vector<int>::iterator i = v.begin();

i != v .end();
++i)

{
//...

}

You could also write this for the samev .

void functor(int x) {...}
std::for_each(v.begin(), v.end(), functor);

Each has its advantages and disadvantages. InC++0x, you can use a range based for.

for(auto x : v)
{

//...
}

For thisv , this loop is the same as

for(int x : v)
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{
//...

}

2.2.3. nullptr

nullptr is a more strongly typed pointer to NULL. It solves the an ambiguity in overloading on pointer
and integer types.

void f(int x);
void f(void* p);
f(NULL); // calls f(int)
f(nullptr); // calls f(void*)

2.2.4. Lambda functions

Quite possibly the most exciting feature of C++0x are lambda functions. In C++03, you might write this.

void not_a_lambda(int x);
std::vector<int> v;
// fill v
std::for_each(v.begin(), v.end(), not_a_lambda);

You can now write this, preventing you from adding a new symbol to your namespace and more clearly
expressing the computation where it actually occurs.

std::vector<int> v{1,2,3};
std::for_each(v.begin(), v.end(), [](int x){/*...*/});

Lambda functions are even cooler than they look from this simple example. You can capture values from
the enclosing scope by value or by reference and lambdas can return values.

auto d = 2.5;
auto f = [=](int x)->double {

std::cout << d << "," << f << std::endl;
return d*x;

}

Capture by reference like this.

my_t t;
auto f = [&]() {t.run();}

2.2.5. Template aliases

Template aliases allow you to customize and rename templates.

template<typename T, int size>
struct fixed_array_t;

template<int size>
using fixed_int_array_t = fixed_array_t<int, size>

template<typename T>
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struct fixed_array_10_t = fixed_array_t<T, 10>

You can also use this syntax in leiu of typedef.

typedef void (*func_t)(int);

is equivalent to

using func_t = void(*)(int);

which is arguably more readable.

2.2.6. Delegating constructors

If you’ve ever wanted to refactor a group of similar constructors in C++03, you might have written an init
method and had all the constructors call that method.The problem is that the initialization list has to be run
before you call init so you may have had to let some or all member variables be default initialized only to
reinitialize them in the refactored function making the tradeoff between code maintainability and runtime
performance. You no longer have to make this tradeoff.

class my_t
{
public:

my_t() : my_t(0, 0.0) {}
my_t(int x) : my_t(x, 0.0) {}
my_t(double y) : my_t(0, y) {}
my_t(int x, double y) : x_(x), y_(y) {}

private:
int x_;
int y_;

};

2.2.7. Inheriting constructors

Constructors can now be inherited.

class base_t
{
public:

base_t(int, double);
};

class derived_t
{
public:

using base_t::base_t;
};

derived_t d{10, 45.5}; // calls inherited constructor

2.2.8. Default member initialization

You can now provide default values for class members with this syntax.
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class my_t
{

my_t(){}
private:

int x = 10;
int y = 20;

};

You can override these values in the initialization list as usual.

3. Library changes

This section lists some of the more interesting changes to the standard library.

3.1. Av ailable now

There are numerous library changes and additions that are available today. Many of these features began
their lives as part of Boost.

3.1.1. Smart pointers

C++0x brings improved smart pointers to the standard library.

3.1.1.1. shared_ptr

shared_ptr is a reference counted smart pointer.

#include <memory>
{

std::shared_ptr<my_t> m(new my_t); // refcount = 1;
std::shared_ptr<my_t> n = m; // refcount = 2
//...

} // b oth m and n destroyed, refcount = 0, object deleted

When you think of smart pointers, reach forshared_ptr first in the same way that when you think of
containers, you reach forvector first.

3.1.1.2. unique_ptr

unique_ptr replacesauto_ptr . It supports move semantics and, unlike auto_ptr, it can be stored in
containers. Itis faster than shared_ptr for returning heap allocated objects from factory functions.

3.1.2. Generalized function pointers (ie. functors)

A motivating example.

#include <functional>

int do_something();

struct classic_functor
{

int operator()(void) {/*...*/}
};
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struct similar_functor
{

short operator()(void) {/*...*/}
};

std::function<int(void)> f(do_something);
f = c lassic_functor();
f = s imilar_functor();

Any callable entity whose signature can be converted to int(void) using the normal conversion rules can be
assigned to f. In the last case above, short is convertible to int so short(void) is compatible with int(void).

Most uses of std::function can be replaced with lambdas when general support for them is available. At the
moment, std::function is your only option for general function objects.

3.1.2.1. bind

To complement std::function, we now hav estd::bind which is the successor to std::bind1st and std::bind2nd
and can bind to any number of arguments thanks to variadic templates.

void f(int x, int y);

using std::placeholders::_1;
auto f10{std::bind(f, 10, _1)};

f10(20); // calls f(10, 20)

3.1.3. Hash tables

In C++03, we have set , multiset , map, and multimap . In C++0x, we now hav eunordered_set ,
unordered_multiset , unordered_map , andunordered_multimap .

The former collections are all implemented using red-black trees and therefore have logarithmic perfor-
mance for many operations. Thisalso implies that they are sorted on their keys.

The new unordered variants are implemented using hash tables and therefore have amortized constant time
performance for many operations. Thisalso implies that they are not sorted on their keys.

3.1.4. Regular expressions

C++0x adds standard support for regular expressions which work with the new unicode support.

3.1.5. Tuples

C++0x adds support for tuples whose indices are compile time constants.

#include <tuple>

std::tuple<int, char, std::string> t{1, ’a’, "hi"};

Tuples can be useful for returning multiple values from a function or as a sort of anonymous aggregate.
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3.1.6. Fixed size array

Fixed size arrays are STL-ized arrays which support iterators and can be used with algorithms.
#include <array>

std::array<int, 5> arr{1,2,3,4,5};
std::for_each(

array.begin(),
array.end(),
[](int x){std::cout << x << std::endl;}

);
Use an array when you need the speed of built-in arrays but wish to use them like STL containers.

3.1.7. forward_list

The normallist container is a doubly linked list.forward_list is a minimal singly linked list for
those applications where the overhead oflist is unacceptably high. It omits several operations thatlist
provides.

3.2. Coming soon

3.2.1. Concurrency

C++0x will have native support for concurrency. There are two basic methods for invoking a separate
execution thread.

#include <thread>
#include <future>

double crunch_numbers();

std::future<double> result = std::async(crunch_numbers);
// can also say, auto result = std::async(crunch_numbers);
auto d = result.get();

The call toresult.get() above blocks the calling thread until crunch_numbers has finished. It can fin-
ish by returning the value at which point d gets that value. It can also return by exception which is pro-
pogated to the calling thread.

#include <thread>
void task();
std::thread t(task);
//...
t.join();

As you would expect, the concurrency support comes with data integrity management tools like mutexes,
thread local storage, and condition variables.

4. Removed features

With all of this forward motion, there had to be a few casualties.
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4.1. auto

auto used to be a storage class specifier. It has been repurposed to a higher calling.

4.2. register

register used to be a storage class specifier and a hint to the optimizer. This use is deprecated.

4.3. auto_ptr

auto_ptr is replaced byunique_ptr .

4.4. bind1st and bind2nd

bind1st andbind2nd are replaced by the more flexiblebind .

5. Conclusion

There are more features that are coming in C++0x than are mentioned here. These are some of the more
compelling features that you’re likely to want to use.Many of these features are available today so down-
load the latest version of your favorite compiler and get to know the new C++.
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